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Introduction

The need for oral history as exemplified
in personal narratives of the actual ac-
tors, in the history of Africa in particular,
is obvious in view of the scarcity of au-
thentic sources for that history. The same
is true for social and cultural histories of
societies in periods of social transforma-
tion. Thus, these personal narratives fill
the many gaps that are sure to occur if we
rely solely on official documents that may
be biased by the interests and policies of
the people in power. My own experience
in Egyptian politics – and probably in oth-
ers – shows that official history is often
subjected to processes of deconstruction
and reconstruction of the facts to suit the
changing moods of the main actors in
power, or those who follow them. Thus,
the multiplicity of narratives may be a
source of better control rather than cause
for confusion as some may think.

The relations between Egypt and the rest
of Africa after the 23rd July 1952 Revolu-
tion, are a model for the importance of
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oral history of those relations, whether in
the fields of political and economic de-
velopment or in the common struggle
against foreign domination. The radical
change of policy of the Sadat regime in
1971, immediately after the death of Presi-
dent Nasser, resulted in an obvious lack
of adequate documentation of the Nasser
regime and hence the need for the contri-
butions of oral history. My present recol-
lection in this area is a modest addition
that needs to be complemented by con-
tributions of other actors in this field, ei-
ther from Egypt or the of Africa. Indeed, I
have had the chance to record the memo-
ries of Mohammad Fayek, the assistant
to President Nasser on African Affairs
(2002). I also had a long interview with the
late Kwame Nkrumah in Conakry (1970)

after he was ousted from power, and with
former President Ben Bella in Bamako.
Added to this is my direct personal rela-
tionship with a number of the leaders of
African liberation movements that are men-
tioned in this article, or were referred to in
my previous contributions.

The scope of this article will not allow a
detailed expose of all the events that took
place after the end of the Second World
War that led to the involvement of Egypt
of the Nasser Regime (1952–1970) in the
process of national liberation. I believe this
was prompted more by the course of events
rather than by any prior belief that nation-
alist leader as expressed in his booklet:
“Philosophy of the Revolution” published
in 1955, where he mentioned three spheres
of interest of Egypt’s foreign policy.

After the end of World War II, the nation-
alist fervor in Egypt was very high, while
at the same time there kept cropping up
imperialist projects of alliances in the Mid-
dle East trying to include our countries in
anti-Soviet blocs, and creating imperialist
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military bases. Confronting the popular
attempt to gain full independence from Brit-
ain, we were faced with the occupying Brit-
ish troops in the Suez Canal Zone, and the
attempts to lure Egypt into the member-
ship of the Baghdad, then the Cento pacts.
We also had to face imperialist bases in
Tripoli in Libya and Canio Station in Ethio-
pia, apart from direct colonial rule in Africa.
At the same time, Sudan was nominally
under joint Anglo-Egyptian rule but it was
in fact a simple British colony. The new
“revolutionary” regime had to face such a
situation, so it allowed forms of resistance
against British troops, while going into
negotiations for the evacuation of those
troops from both Egypt and the Sudan.
However, it was careful to keep away from
all imperialist military pacts in the region,
not to become implicated in the cold war,
taking into consideration that Israel was
one of the foremost bases of imperialism in
that war.

Joining Up

One may consider the effects of this at-
mosphere on a young man born in 1935,
and joining Cairo University with his back-
ground of Wafdist and Muslim Brother-
hood influences, and beginning his studies
of philosophy and sociology in a leftist
atmosphere at the university. Amid the wide
nationalist propaganda of the Free Offic-
ers, he started frequenting the African As-
sociation in Zamalek in 1956 where he met
young African students of Islamic Stud-
ies, many of whom had rallied to the popu-
lar defense of Egypt against the
Anglo-French-Israeli aggression that year.
That aggression was to punish Egypt for
its nationalist spirit in the Arab world and
Africa (including Algeria), and its insist-
ence on getting rid of all occupation troops,
and breaking the monopoly of the West
for arms’ supply, and its nationalization of
the Suez Canal Company.

In long sessions of dialogue in 2002 with
Fayek I got to learn of Nasser’s instruc-
tions during the Sudan negotiations with
Britain in 1953, to deploy much effort
against the British and American influence
and to gain the support of the Peoples of
Sudan’s neighbors in Ethiopia and East
Africa after relinquishing the old slogan
of Egypt-Sudan unity, under the Egyp-
tian crown. At the time, the Egyptian
Broadcasting System started its dedicated
transmissions in Tigrean (for Ethiopia and
Eritrea), and in Swahili (for East Africa).
By the 1960s, these transmissions were
extended to cover 30 African languages.

The central pole of attraction for those
youth was the late Mohammad Abdel Aziz
Ishak, the well known intellectual. They
also met Mohammad Fayek who was keen
to keep in touch with African youth,
mostly Azhar students with a few from
Cairo University. For me, this experience
of getting acquainted with these youth,
full of enthusiasm to go back to their re-
spective countries to help in their libera-
tion and development efforts, was very
instructive and eye opening on a new
world and cultures; needless to point out
that their activities were much influenced
by the fervor of the Nasserist media.

I have always pointed out that Nasser’s
mention in his booklet “Philosophy of the
Revolution” of the three spheres of inter-
est in Egyptian politics (Arab, African and
Islamic, in this order) did not indicate the
real priority given to our relations with
Africa. Indeed, in 1955, Nasser was ex-
ploring the Asian experience when he met
in Bandung with the leaders of China,
India and Indonesia (as well as Ethiopian
and Ghanaian representatives).

Until that time, his interest in Africa was
mainly concerned with securing the situ-
ation of the newly independent Sudan;
and hence, he deemed it fit to support the
independence efforts of the Nile basin
countries: Kenya, Uganda, Eritrea and
Congo. The regime had created the Tahrir
Publishing House to publish its own
newspapers: Al Gomhouria daily and the
weekly Al Tahrir Liberation. In this lat-
ter, we read about American military bases,
and the Kenyan revolution “Mau Mau”
under Jomo Kenyatta. Between 1956 and
1958, there were many African and Asian
developments that were followed by the
Syrians asking for unity with Egypt and
thus shifting our priority, once more, to
the Arab sphere.

Thus, the interaction with the Nile coun-
tries and the rest of Africa came before
this talk about the three circles of inter-
est. It seems to me that this latter theory
was the brain child of some petty bour-
geois intellectuals who were obsessed
with the role of Egypt and its influence in
this or that region, while the feudal land
owners considered the right of self deter-
mination for Sudan to be a huge surren-
der to British colonialism.

It was a period of rich experiences for
Egypt and for a youthful student of Cairo
University, who witnessed, among his
newly acquired African friends (many of
whom undertook military training with the

Egyptian National Guard) the defeat of
the imperialist aggression of 1956. Soon
after came the first “Afro-Asian Peoples’
Solidarity Conference” (December 1957/
January 1958) where scores of young del-
egates from African and Asian countries
thronged the halls of Cairo University.

Together with my African friends, I ac-
companied many of those delegates and
thus improved my previous superfluous
information about their countries (despite
my studies on sociology and anthropol-
ogy). Such contacts prompted my in-
creased interest in the African Association,
and acceptance to contribute some modest
articles to the new periodical “African
Renaissance” about African journalism as
well as African music and sculpture. This
periodical (1957) was the best known
about Africa at the time, and an issue in
English soon followed to make it more
accessible to a wider audience. At the time,
I was also a researcher at the Egyptian
Folklore Institute.

The period 1956 – 1960 was rich in na-
tionalist fervor, both in Egypt and Africa
where the struggle for independence was
the first priority. Contacts with the social-
ist powers (The Soviet Union and China)
were needed in the struggle against colo-
nialism in its various manifestations. Thus,
the Youth Festival in Tashkent saw many
participants from African countries, but
many of them were among the students
in Cairo because of the obstacles put up
by the colonial powers against travel to
the Soviet Union. So, it was decided to
hold the Afro-Asian Peoples Conference
in Cairo, and it was attended by hundreds
of young delegates, although many of
them also came from countries of volun-
tary exile. Some of these extended their
stay in Cairo, while many more left perma-
nent representatives to found their of-
fices, their best opening to the outer
World. The rule was for the leader to hold
a personal meeting with Nasser before
leaving the country, and he would obtain
Nasser’s instructions for founding that
new office, and allotting time on the Broad-
casting System. Some other members of
the office would be posted at the Secre-
tariat of the Afro-Asian Peoples’ Solidar-
ity Organization (AAPSO). Thus,
Zamalek was crowded with many black
Africans such that we nicknamed it « The
African Colony! » It became a refuge for
revolutionaries and a venue for many stu-
dents in Egypt, and even for Egyptian
students and journalists, and sometimes
some nationalist leaders such as Fathi
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Radwan, Helmi Murad, friends of our del-
egate assassinated in Somalia Kamal Ed
Dine Salah. Their presence introduced me
also to Egyptian political life.

Involvement

Among the leaders received early by
Nasser (1957/58) was Sheikh Ali Mohsen
Al Berwani, the leader of the Zanzibar Na-
tional Party (ZNP) who pointed out his di-
lemma as a nationalist leader but was
accused by the Africans as being an
Arabist. Nasser rallied to his support by
allotting a special guest house named “The
East Africa House” to accommodate some
forty students from all East African coun-
tries (including Zanzibar). I was appointed
as supervisor of this group in 1958, after
graduating from university. My back-
ground as a frequenter of the African As-
sociation must have been taken into
account for this appointment. I spent two
years in this job that were to prove very
useful to my later work (1958/1960).

The declarations of self rule or independ-
ence came one after the other from the
African French colonies that eventually
led to their independence, while the Al-
gerians kept up their armed struggle
against France with full Egyptian support.
It looked as if Egypt was getting back on
France’s part in the Suez aggression of
1956, but it was the natural reaction to its
arrogant claim that Algeria was a prov-
ince of France. The same attitude, with
regard to Britain, meant that we support
the struggle for independence by their
colonies in Africa. Our support for the So-
malis and Eritreans was easier to explain
because of their strong Arab connections.
This support was crowned by Nasser join-
ing other leaders of the World in New York
to promulgate the “Declaration of
Decolonization of All Colonized Peoples”,
a declaration that we continued to cel-
ebrate for many years.

The peoples’ opposition to French and
British colonialism flared up by the end
of 1958, such that within a few months we
saw Felix Moumie the leader of “Union
du Peuple du Cameroun (UPC) visit the
African Association, followed immedi-
ately by Musazi the leader of the Ugan-
dan National Congress (UNC) who left
the brilliant John Kalekezi (Kaley) to man-
age their office in Cairo. Then came
Oginga Odinga to start the office of the
Kenya African National Union (KANU),
followed by Oliver Tambo to open the
office of the African National Congress
(ANC) of South Africa.

At the same time or a little earlier, came
Wold Ab Wold Mariam who directed the
Tigrean Broadcasting, followed by Adam
Mohammad Adam and Sheikh Ibrahim
Soltan the leaders of the Eritrean Libera-
tion Front before they fired their first shot.
They had come to present their demand
for self determination for Eritrea to the
United Nations. As for Haj Mohammad
Hussein who belonged to the Ogaden
(part of Ethiopia populated by ethnic So-
malis), he led the Somalian LIGA that called
for grouping all Somalis in Greater Soma-
lia. He solicited Egypt’s support for this
cause in view of the assassination of
Kamal Ed Dine Salah Egypt’s representa-
tive in the Somali Council of Trustees. We
also received Harbi and his comrades in
Djibouti, Joshua Nkomo and his comrades
in Southern Rhodesia, and Kenneth
Kaunda and his comrades of UNIP from
Northern Rhodesia. As a young man, I
was really overworked by my duties in
the East Africa House and the African
Association with all these leaders to look
after and help solve problems (appended
at the end of this article is the list of the
African Liberation Movements coordinated
in Cairo).

The sources of information about the rest
of Africa were very scarce in Egypt at the
time, and Fayek, in his reminiscences, told
me his only source of information in the
fifties was John Gunther’s book, Inside
Africa and a few booklets in Arabic. Thus,
I was happy when he instructed me to
translate certain articles in some African
newspapers he managed to subscribe to.
So I could read papers from Kenya, Ni-
geria, South Africa, Rhodesia and Uganda
(all of them not available in Egypt today!).
I was also happy to lay hands on Lord
Healy’s book Survey of Africa (1958) that
was later updated in Colin Legum’s trea-
ties in the 1960s. Afterwards, the Informa-
tion Authority translated books by
Kenyatta and Nkrumah among others. The
Sudanese Studies Research Institute was
also transformed to become the African
Research Institute.

We had the feeling that Israel was trying
hard to circumscribe Egypt’s role in the
Nile Basin and we countered this by deep
solidarity with all liberation movements
in the region. The close alliance between
Israel and the racist segregation regime
in South Africa was a clear warning to
Egypt of the similarity between the set-
tlers colonization systems in both Pales-
tine and Southern Africa. This was a

lesson for me about the various systems
of colonization.

At the time I was getting involved with
the leftist trend in Egypt, and I knew from
our friends in the African Association that
most African Liberation Movements were
also leftist. Thus, it was an unpleasant
surprise when George Padmore visited
Egypt as an advisor to President
Nkrumah. This author of Pan Africanism
or Communism whose anti-communist
trends were very pronounced did not fit
in the guise of advisor to Nkrumah who
championed the liberation movement and
the unity of all African peoples. Indeed,
Padmore met with little welcome among
the delegations in Egypt, especially as the
Soviets and the Chinese had established
friendly relations of cooperation with all
these movements, and had their repre-
sentatives in the secretariat of AAPSO in
Cairo. I shall touch later on the problems
caused by the competition between the
Soviets and the Chinese over their sup-
port to the different liberation movements.

Later on, I understood why our govern-
ment concentrated such great efforts on
the liberation movements in Zamalek to
stress the difference of the Egyptian sup-
port for these movements from that ac-
corded by the communist states.
However, my role in this direction was
negatively assessed by those Egyptians
who were aware of my leftist tendencies
but that did not reduce my enthusiasm
for the Nasserist leadership. I overcame
this ambiguous feeling only after coming
into close contact with David Dubois and
his mother Shirley Dubois who explained
the leftist content of the Nkrumah con-
cepts. They had come to Egypt after the
great Pan-Africanist William Dubois had
passed away in Accra in 1963, and we
read together the poem where that great
man had celebrated the “Triumph of the
Nile Pharaoh (Nasser) over the British
Lion” in 1956. We also reviewed William
Dubois’ concept of African unity and his
influence on President Nkrumah who con-
sidered him the father and teacher of all
African nationalists. Strange to note that
few African intellectuals give much atten-
tion nowadays to this internationalist
Marxist thinker. I also noted how George
Padmore tried to eradicate the influence
of Dubois on Nkrumah, and even tried to
sow discord between Nkrumah and
Nasser over the Afro-Asian Peoples Soli-
darity by holding the All African Peoples
Conference in Accra only one year after
the AAPSO Conference in Cairo (1958).
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I was surprised when the delegates return-
ing from Accra told me of the non-violence
policy announced in that conference, that
Fanon had opposed. I decided to study
the effect of Fanon’s teachings in Africa
and whether the presence of Asian citi-
zens there had spread some of Gandhi’s
non-violence policies. Indeed, we were
concerned in Egypt that some of
Nkrumah’s advisors may have made him
believe that Nasser was competing with
his policy of African unity in favor of Arab
leadership. Such ideas were manifested by
Padmore’s concept of “Black Zionism”
(when talking about the return of the Ameri-
can Blacks to Africa), and Kojo Botsio,
Nkrumah’s advisor disapproving the so-
called Arab influence. Indeed, we always
suspected in that atmosphere that any anti-
Arab policies in Africa were the outcome
of Israeli instigation.

Yet, we were all pleasantly surprised when
President Nkrumah asked President
Nasser to help him marry an Egyptian
lady. As Fayek told me, this was done in a
very friendly manner, and disproved all
rumors about competition for influence
between the two men. Indeed, we jokingly
called this marriage a marriage of pan-
Africanism with pan-Arabism! Later Mrs
Dubois chose, in 1966, to stay in Cairo
after the coup against Nkrumah, and I
found her a nice flat overlooking the Nile
that Dr Dubois had been fond of during
his stay in Cairo in 1958. She was so happy
with that flat and treated me as a close
member of the family. Her son, David
Dubois, lived in that flat until his death in
2006 when he bequeathed it to an Egyp-
tian friend.

During the Nasser era, the political culture
of liberation did not have the monopoly of
the arena as some may believe, but the con-
servative cultures also flourished because
of the depth of religious feelings among
the people. The big changes Nasser ap-
plied to the scope of study at Azhar by
introducing secular and scientific curricula
did not alter significantly this situation, but
on the contrary increased its role in the
higher education system. Thus, the number
of African students seeking education at
Al Azhar in the mid-1960s exceeded twenty
thousand. The non-Muslim African coun-
tries complained that their students could
not easily follow studies in other branches
of higher education, and Nasser decided
to remedy this shortcoming by founding
new institutes of higher education where

tuition was carried out in English and
French.

Bureaucracy too was an obstacle for any
insertion of the representatives of libera-
tion movements into Egyptian society
despite their acceptance by some respon-
sible people. Indeed, the efforts of our
Bureau of African Affairs were decisive
in this direction, and it did not suffer from
the internal political strife within other
offices such as those concerned with
Arab or Sudanese affairs. The different
members of the Free Officers Movement
sometimes competed for influence in such
a way as to adversely affect the various
spheres of activity. African affairs some-
times suffered when we had to solve some
problems involving a myriad of centers of
influence which included the centers in
charge of foreign students (at Azhar or else-
where), the Secretariat of AAPSO, the Fed-
eration of Labor, the Nasr Company for
Export and Import, the Higher Islamic Coun-
cil, the Parliament, the Socialist Union,  the
the President’s assitants, etc. The young
responsible that I was, would sometimes
feel dizzy trying to unravel all such entan-
gled connections. Even the African Affairs
Bureau sometimes suffered from internal
differences of opinion that needed a Presi-
dential decision.

The above is some sort of auto-criticism
of a period rich in movement where the
objectives were always greater than the
movement itself. This criticism was di-
rected at the Egyptian system, but it also
applied to many of the representatives of
the African movements themselves. In-
deed, few of them were ambitious enough
to study the Egyptian society, or even
raise their own political consciousness to
make known their society in revolution
against colonialism. Only a few, among
them Archie Mafeje, John Kaley (Kalekezi)
and Belesso were those with whom I man-
aged to make rich intellectual dialogue.
However, my personal and human rela-
tions were very fruitful with many of those
leaders as my home was always a wel-
coming venue, and my wife and children
were familiar with many of those friends.
It seems to me that this lack of political
culture among many of those cadres of
the liberation movements may explain
many of the setbacks that befell some of
the countries liberated through the strug-
gle led by well established movements.
In many cases, internal ethnic or commu-
nal strife wasted much of the gains of in-
dependence and hampered development

efforts, such as to cause the perplexity of
some observers such as Basil Davidson
or Gerard Chaliand. Such reflections may
need a detailed study well outside the
scope of these memories, and may explain
the preponderance of the military over
political action during the liberation
struggle.

We could assess the effectiveness of a
particular liberation movement by the ac-
tivity of its office in Cairo and the effec-
tiveness of its representation. Thus,
Moumie, the president of the UPC of Cam-
eroun headed in person their office in
Cairo, and he was a well known opponent
of the French colonial policies, such that
his assassination was obviously imputed
to the French Secret Service. John Kaley
(Kalekezi) was the deputy president of the
Uganda Congress Party, and Robin
Kamanga was elected as deputy president
of the Zambia Independence Party while
resident in Cairo. Similarly, Alfred Nzo was
elected Secretary General of the ANC
while resident in Cairo, and later appointed
Minister of Foreign Affairs in Mandela’s
administration after apartheid. Also,
Mokhehle, the president of Basoto Con-
gress Party and its representative Shakila
were often seen in Cairo, then their party
won a great majority and they were re-
called to form government. These close
political – and personal – relations with
accredited leaders of their countries were
a cause for pride to all of us in the African
Affairs Bureau, and to me in particular.

All these leaders occupied modest offices
at the African Association, but they were
all a model of activity and vitality. The
financial help given to such powerful par-
ties in their respective countries was gen-
erally modest. (I remember that Kaunda
was given only 25,000 dollars  to carry
out a country-wide election campaign in
Zambia). Other cases were not so brilliant,
e.g. Nquoqo the leader of the Swaziland
Congress was a frequent visitor to Cairo,
and was vocal in his denunciation of Brit-
ish imperialism and the king in his coun-
try, but his party did not win one seat in
parliament. In answer, he held a press con-
ference where he claimed that he was the
strongest opponent of colonialism and as
such was ferociously opposed by the
colonialists and their lackeys!

As for the defeat of Joshua Nkomo and his
ZAPO Party by ZANU Party led by Sithole
and Mugabe, we find it hard to explain un-
less it is related to tribal loyalties, an expla-
nation I find very unpleasant.
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The concept of National Liberation at that
moment immediately after independence
still needs some deep thought. Indeed, I
never attended any real debate during
those two decades (1955–1975) about the
real content of Fanonism, Guevarism, or
even Nasserism or Nkrumism that were
coined rather lately. We were all the time
taken up by the day-to-day events and
the progress of this insurgency or revolt
in this colony or the other, but we never
had the leisure to debate the theoretical
or social content in a methodical fashion.
We might have discussed the actions of
the different leaders and the rivalries or
cooperation that affected their action, or
invoked the memories of Fanon or
Guevara as nationalist leaders to be emu-
lated, but we never debated their political
or social thought in order to follow their
example or otherwise. We shall discuss
the Sino-Soviet differences and their nega-
tive effects on the liberation movements
later.

Thus, the armed struggle as the sole
means for political liberation, and the
rivalries that sometimes led to fratricidal
strife in pursuit of supremacy after
independence was the salient facet of the
picture. However, there were exceptions
where some leaders had enough social
and class consciousness as in the case
of South Africa, and the thinking of
Amilcar Cabral and a few other leaders.
Indeed, it is hard to expect that the concepts
of the necessary social transformations
not developed during the period of
national unity, during the liberation
struggle, can be addressed seriously
during the less exacting situations after
independence. I recall that when I met
Nkrumah in Conakry on 20/12/1970 after
his ouster, he explained at length his views
about such matters in retrospect, and about
which he wrote in his book: The Class
Struggle in Africa. He gave me a copy of
that valuable book explaining the state of
classes and the role of  intellectuals, and
even the conditions for a successful
guerilla warfare in Africa and the social
background for such success.

Getting into the Framework

The year 1960 was of crucial importance
to the National Liberation of Africa, not
only because the “Declaration of Inde-
pendence of All Colonized Peoples” was
adopted by the United Nations on the 14th

of December, but also because it was the
year in which much was achieved by way
of clarifying the difference between the

concepts of formal independence and real
national liberation.

In 1960, the Algerian revolution was ad-
vancing despite the fierce repression of
the French colonialists after their recent
defeat in Vietnam. The Algerians had cre-
ated their government in exile, and that
government had a strong representation
in Egypt, and was recognized by Nasser
as a legitimate government of an inde-
pendent country. Before that, France had
maintained that Algeria was simply a prov-
ince of France, and tried to gain as many
votes as possible in the UN to corrobo-
rate its claim. Then, all of a sudden, it
“granted independence” to ten French
colonies in Africa, hoping to muster their
votes in the General Assembly, together
with some other British colonies granted
independence that year. All these newly
independent African countries had to
decide their position towards the French
claim about Algeria, but only a few of them
rallied to the strong stand of Egypt that
year, despite the fact that world public
opinion was slowly accepting the princi-
ple of independence for Algeria.

France had taken a violent attitude to-
wards Guinea two years earlier when
Sekou Toure rejected the constitution pro-
posed by France and unilaterally declared
his country’s independence. I now recall
the great impact of the articles published
by Ahmed Baha Ed Dine on his return
from the celebrations of Guinea’s inde-
pendence that year. Sekou Toure was a
trade union leader, and his clear under-
standing of colonialism as system of ex-
ploitation and class struggle was an eye
opener for our generation on the essence
of liberation from colonialism. This differed
greatly from our attitude towards “Mau-
Mau” resistance of the Kikuyu in Kenya,
under Kenyatta, which bore a folkloric
guise.

 The national liberation countries were lim-
ited to three: Ghana, Guinea and Mali in
sub-Sahara Africa, and the Algerian Gov-
ernment in exile and Egypt in the
Maghreb, together called the Casablanca
Group. This small group took a distinc-
tive attitude in supporting the popular
regime of Patrice Lumumba in the Congo
against the imperialist supported
Kasavubu and Moise Tchombe. I remem-
ber the workers and students’ demonstra-
tions in Cairo against the Belgian
Embassy. The name of Tchombe was con-
sidered an insult in Egypt at the time, while
Lumumba had the same esteem as Ben

Bella and his comrades after their abduc-
tion by France.

I must stress here that Egypt’s role in this
liberation struggle was not just some fiery
speeches of the type common in the Arab
world, but a serious sense of national re-
sponsibility that led to the mobilization
of the military forces during the Congo-
lese crisis, and the involvement of Egyp-
tian diplomatic personnel. I remember how
Mohammad Abdel Aziz Ishak accompa-
nied Lumumba’s widow and children who
were smuggled out of Congo by our dip-
lomatic staff after his assassination by
Mobutu and Tchombe in defiance of world
public opinion. They were given the full
support of the President, and I was de-
tached to arrange for their accommoda-
tion in Cairo, and proper schooling for
the children. Nasser always cited the ex-
ample of the Congo to stress Egypt’s com-
mitment of support to all liberation
struggles on the continent and to make
sacrifices if necessary, and the Casablanca
group mentioned above supported his
position. This was the main topic among
the Egyptian public opinion that made fun
of Tchombe being “sequestrated” in the
Republican Palace when he came to at-
tend the African Unity Summit in 1964. I
found a comparison for this nationalistic
position of the Egyptian public opinion
of those years with the public craze about
the football “Mondial” in the years 2009/
10!

Here, I must show the parallel between
the struggle of Lumumba and his com-
rades in defense of the mineral riches of
their country coveted by imperialism, and
the defense of the Egyptian people of their
Suez Canal, also coveted by the same im-
perialism. Indeed, the picture of the as-
sassinated Lumumba and his family as
refugees in Egypt had an impact on our
public opinion far in excess of any enthu-
siastic speeches.

The Congolese crisis led to a situation
where the newly independent African
States fell into two clear cut camps: the
Casablanca Group and the Monrovia
Group. The first took its name from the
meeting held in that city in January 1961
when it was decided to support the legiti-
mate government of Lumumba, even by
military action; by sending armed forces.
The second grouped made up of mostly
new francophone states but took its name
from an old conservative states: (OCAM)
in Liberia. The Casablanca Group had a
special significance for our generation as
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it included the Arab North Africa with vari-
ous progressive countries both
Francophone and Anglophone. It also had
the revolutionaries Nasser and Ben Bella
with the nationalist King Mohammad V,
and favored the policies of revolutionary
struggle advocated by Fanon, and where
President Nkrumah advanced his old
policy of “Positive Action”. Indeed, I was
told that when Fanon attended the first
Afro-Asian Peoples’ Solidarity Confer-
ence in Accra in 1958, he was offended
when he saw the slogans containing quo-
tations by Nkrumah extolling positive ac-
tion and non-violence and insisted they
be removed.

At the time, we were impressed by read-
ing the Arabic translation of Fanon’s
books, and thrilled by the revolt of the
Angolan political prisoners on a Portu-
guese ship. We were also dismayed by
the abduction by France of the Algerian
leaders, but happy for the liberation of
Kenyatta, the leader of Kenya.

I had the privilege of attending the Uhuru
celebrations of Tanganyika’s independ-
ence on 9/12/1961 (and later attended the
celebration of Kenya and Zanzibar’s in-
dependence in January 1963). On such
occasions I would wonder at the signifi-
cance of the independence of this or that
country for the peoples of the continent,
or the role of this or that leader. At the
time, Julius Nyerere was intent on the
Union of East Africa only, while President
Nkrumah was campaigning for the United
States of Africa, and Tanganyika was
somewhat worried by his support for the
various liberation movements, many of
which were neighbors to Dar es Salaam.
President Nyerere was also worried about
Nasser’s influence on Zanzibar and the
Arabs of East Africa. Thus, we were not
very happy in Cairo with his policies until
the social changes of Tanzania and the
Arusha Declaration in 1966.

The representatives of most liberation
movements were unhappy about the poli-
cies of Nyerere that did not seem revolu-
tionary enough and in opposition to
Nkrumah’s call for African Unity. I was
acquainted with Abdel Rahman Babu, the
progressive from Zanzibar who main-
tained the necessity for change, and also
with Ali Mohsen who was accused of
being an advocate of Arabism there. I was
not surprised when Babu, with Salim
Ahmed Salim, led a secession in the Na-
tionalist Party that led to the bloody
events on that island. I was dismayed by

those events as I had personally known
the families of the forty Zanzibari students
in the East Africa House. I recall meeting
Babu in a café in Dar es Salam in 1964 and
he was frustrated after being ousted by
the new regime in Zanzibar, and expected
little good from Dar es Salam, such that
he chose self exile in Britain as an interna-
tionalist who wrote about socialism in
Africa.

I must admit how I was thrilled when wit-
nessing the British flag being brought
down to be replaced by that of Kenya or
Tanganyika and thought it was a huge
step forward, surely to be followed by
other social advances. However, I soon
found Nyerere’s policies to be not so pro-
gressive and in collision with Nkrumah’s
policy of United Africa.

The leaders of the Casablanca Group were
also frustrated because of their failure in
the events of Congo and the triumph of
Tchombe and Mobutu and the fleeing of
Gizinga and his colleagues to eastern
Congo. Finally, Nkrumah accepted a com-
promise policy to succeed in gathering
both progressive and moderate leaders,
and with Nasser called for a summit in
Addis Ababa where they declared the
creation of the Organization of African
Unity (OAU). Thus, 25th May 1963 was
celebrated as the birth of African Unity
that concentrates  political efforts against
imperialism while putting off any social
progress to a later stage.

In Egypt, we had to face the problem of
countering the role of Israel as an imperi-
alist agent in Africa, and in the face of the
support it got from the former colonial
states. We were pained in particular by
the relation of Israel with Ghana of
Nkrumah, while Israel boasted of relations
with Ethiopia and Tanzania as well. Israel
at the time, tried to present itself as a de-
veloping country, while the statements of
the Afro-Asian conferences as well as the
Casablanca Group exposed it as an ad-
vanced base of “new colonialism”.

At the OAU conference, Nasser declared
that he would not ask the African leaders
present to state their standpoint against
Israel, but asked them to find out for them-
selves its reality as an agent of imperial-
ism. He succeeded in leading the
conference to a moderate policy and
struck the correct balance between
Nkrumah and Nyerere, on the one hand,
and Cote d’Ivoire as three distinct trends
in the meeting. Thus, Nasser and Emperor

Haile Selassie assumed the role of the Big
Brother to all their colleagues.

Many were those who came to Cairo after
the conference, asking for support, espe-
cially as Cairo was chosen as the venue
for the next meeting in May 1964, sup-
posed to be the first summit of the OAU.
As a token of the organization’s role in
liquidating colonialism, the “Coordination
Committee for Liberation of the Colonies”
was created. Thus, Cairo took a position
on the leaders of Ghana and Tanzania, as
well as on Senegal and Cote d’Ivoire, com-
peting among the OCAM Group of
francophone countries. The tendency
among the participants was to liquidate
all regional groupings and the Casablanca
Group did so while the OCAM Group con-
tinued as such.

 Those were glorious days for African
activity in Cairo where Egyptian media
showed great interest in the activities of
the liberation movement’s offices in
Zamalek. Liberation activity including
armed struggle was acclaimed by every-
body without fear of talk about “interven-
tion”. A positive factor in this connection
was the anecdote of sequestrating
Tchombe in one of Cairo’s presidential pal-
aces with the group of Belgian Belles who
accompanied him to prevent him from at-
tending the OAU Conference of 1964,
which caused much fun for the public in
Cairo, and compromised the francophone
group that arranged for his uninvited visit
to Cairo.

The new liberation movements kept com-
ing to Cairo, especially from the Portu-
guese colonies, looking for support which
they readily got from Nasser, and I watched
their happiness after such audiences. In-
deed, Fayek and our group of his assist-
ants did a good job in accommodating
some twenty such offices. The big number
was partly due to receiving more than one
delegation from one country, and this was
my personal dilemma as I had to coordi-
nate their demands such as to render them
acceptable to Fayek’s Presidential Bureau.
Those demands included scholarships for
students, military training, allotted time for
broadcasting, etc. I was sometimes torn
up by my happiness that Cairo was help-
ful to these young revolutionaries and
having to decide who were worthy of that
help and who were not, who were “authen-
tic” and who were not. The legitimacy of
different levels of liberation struggle was a
good reason for such variety, and Cairo
was one of the few capitals to accept this
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diversity. I eventually, in good time, got to
understand the deep reasons for such an
attitude.

At times, there were three movements
from one country such as the case of
South Africa and Angola. Sometimes, we
accepted movements that were the out-
come of a secession from another, as in
the case of ZAPO and ZANU, or SWAPO
and SWANU, or even movements that
had no weight at all such as COREMU in
Mozambique. Thus, some movements
would group together as authentic, such
as ZAPO, PAIGE, FRELIMO, SWAPO,
MPLA and ANC. The others could not
meet as authentic, and we labeled them
pro-China! There was a real “cold war”
waged at the African Association where
the socialist states were competing for
adherence to the different movements in
a manner more open than that between
the respective embassies.

This cold war would become quite hot
when the AAPSO conferences were held,
the Soviets would provide air tickets and
accommodation for everybody at the con-
ference held in a friendly city. In such
cases, the friends of the Soviets seemed
to be in a strong position and posed as
the only “authentic”.

Such situations were somewhat embar-
rassing to me. I was a reader of Fanon
and Mao Ze Dung and Lin Piao’s article
on the center and the peripheries where
the countryside rejects the influence of
the cities. In this context, the countryside
stands for China and the Third World, and
the cities stand for the Western bourgeoi-
sies and the imperialist socialists who
emulated them!

To a “Fanonist”, this was an attractive
representation, but the pro-China group
in Cairo presented little thought of value,
and had little to boast of in the way of
active struggle at home. On the other
hand, the discussions with the authentic
group were always deep and reflected
clear cut concepts, and concrete political
and diplomatic action. Also, the leftist
movement in Egypt had not given much
attention to the Chinese Revolution and
its Asiatic neighbors, and the Cultural
Revolution and the Red Book were rather
scorned. The Nasser regime and most
Egyptian intellectuals accepted the So-
viet concepts, including the non-capital-
ist road to development, the democratic
revolutionaries and the countries on the
road to liberation. All such concepts were
welcomed by the Nasser regime and other

leaders of the Third World, but rather frus-
trating to any radical trends, and to radi-
cal youth, including myself.

The Sino-Soviet conflict was not the only
cause for our concern in Cairo during the
1960s, as the Maoist Group soon began to
lose ground as they failed to consolidate
their organizations. They looked like a
group of unruly persons whose main task
was to oppose their competitors in the au-
thentic group, in the public meetings, while
they showed no progress in their respec-
tive fields of struggle. On the other hand,
the influence of the “authentics” was on
the rise as their liberation struggle in An-
gola, Mozambique and Guinea, and this
gave them better ground to counter those
“Maoists”.

I recall that President Agostihno Neto of
Angola would not accept my invitation to
the premises of the African Association
because UNITA and GRAI had offices
there, and he had his office and the lodg-
ing of his men outside that building. This
position seemed more significant when he
insisted on not signing the cease fire agree-
ment with Portugal in Lisbon but at the
point of the struggle in Angola. President
Sam Nujoma was more tolerant as he was
bolstered by a UN resolution in favor of
SWAPO, and the UN Namibia Institute in
Lusaka gave him moral support, such that
the competing SWANU was soon liqui-
dated as its leaders were not worthy of
respect.

It seemed to me that there was some sort
of competition between Cairo and Algiers
over our relations with liberation move-
ments. Cairo seemed more intent on na-
tional liberation policies in general, and
providing diplomatic contacts and media
coverage. Algeria, on the other hand, was
more intent on military training and pro-
viding arms for the armed struggle
through the Committee for the Liberation
of Colonies.

I asked Ben Bella about this in Bamako in
2003, and he confirmed that there had
been a sort of gentleman’s agreement with
President Nasser over a difference in the
role played by each country.

I felt that creating the OAU had set aside
the liberation activity to the benefit of the
ruling bureaucracies, some of which were
openly despotic. This was noticed in
many cases, such as Ethiopia’s position
towards Eritrea, or in the conflicts in So-
malia and the Comoros. As regards
France’s treatment of its former colonies,

we reduced our former level of criticism
as a token of our regard for Gaullist France.
Indeed, we gave a warm welcome to
Senghor in 1966, while neglecting the pro-
gressive Cheikh Anta Diop who extolled
the ancient Egyptian civilization in his
book. Indeed, I did not fully accept
Senghor’s claims except after naming
Dakar University after Diop, to whom I
extended my apologies when I met him in
the early 1980s in his laboratory at Dakar
University. Zambia was oscillating be-
tween the role of a confrontation state,
and some sort of acceptance of the racist
regimes southern  Africa, while Egypt re-
spected Kaunda’s nationalism and con-
sidered his dilemma with the racist South
that seemed somewhat similar to our di-
lemma with Israel. Thus, Cairo welcomed
Kaunda warmly and omitted taking issue
with him as Ghana did, despite the de-
cline of its influence in the OAU embraced
by Haile Selassie, and the Committee for
the Liberation of Colonies embraced by
Nyerere. The liberation movements re-
sponded to Cairo’s moderation by deep-
ening their direct ties with the Soviet
Union and the Scandinavian countries.
This policy of moderation was strength-
ened by the series of military coups that
took place in the Congo, then Ghana, and
some other Francophone countries.

The moderate national regimes were weak-
ened by this succession of setbacks dur-
ing the 1960s, while the liberation struggle
in the Portuguese colonies was getting
tougher under leaders such as Amilcar
Cabral, Neto and Eduardo Mondlane who
got active support from socialist countries.
I recall that the late great leader Cabral told
me in Accra (January 1973), only two weeks
before his assassination, that they were at
the point of getting anti-aircraft guns from
the Soviets, and that would send a mes-
sage to the Atlantic powers that Bissau
would thus become a new Vietnam. I re-
membered this when only a short time later,
these powers decided to get rid of the
Salazar Regime, when Spinola took over in
a coup and decided to start negotiations
with their colonies in the mid-1970s.

Sam Nujoma took advantage of this
change and took a tougher stand towards
the UN and consolidated his ties with
Angola to provide his guerillas with arms.
He was also strengthened by the pres-
ence of Cuban forces in the region, but
he complained to me that the authorities
in Angola sometimes treated him with
some reservation, as they suspected that
he had some contacts with UNITA. When
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I met President Neto during the independ-
ence anniversary in 1976, he explained to
me much of the machinations of the racist
regime in South Africa and their trying to
sow differences between the nationalist
forces in the southern Africa whose only
support came from the socialist countries.
Indeed, even the Soviets were not so
forthcoming in their aid and had to be
urged by threats to shift to the Chinese
for help to make good their deficiency!

The 1970s were very frustrating, both for
my personal duties and for my feelings
towards Egypt’s position, with regard to
supporting liberation movements. At the
time Sadat went hand-in-hand with the
Americans in confronting what he called
the communist influence in Africa, he stig-
matized the Cuban presence in countries
such as Ethiopia, Angola and Mozam-
bique.

All progressive forces in Egypt and most
national liberation countries faced an im-
passe, and we would recall the atmosphere
of the 1960s that we used to criticize as
moderate! In those days, the liberation
movements in the progressive countries
were supported by popular forces, but the
successive military coups changed the
situation. The popular bases included the
trade unionists in Egypt, Ghana, Tanza-
nia, Sudan and Kenya. At times, there was
competition that obstructed the smooth
cooperation between Ahmed Fahim in
Egypt, Al Sediky in Maghreb, Tettegah in
Accra, Kambona in Dar es Salaam and
Shafii in Sudan against the moderates
such as Mboya in Kenya, Aashour in
Tunis and others. The first group would
ask the leader for help to liberation move-
ments, and sometimes other forces, such
as the students in Dar es Salam Univer-
sity campus or the October Revolution
intellectuals in Sudan, but it was always
the leader who took the decision. After
the successive coups and the transfor-
mations of the 1970s, these popular forces
lost their influence.

To illustrate the contrast between the two
situations, let us compare the reaction to
the colonial action in Rhodesia in 1965,
and the position towards the racist regime
in South Africa in the late 1970s. I recall
that when we heard about the Unilateral
Declaration of Independence (UDI) in
Rhodesia in November 1965, Egypt was
intent on socialist transformation, Ghana
was actively developing by building the
Volta Dam, in Tanzania there was the eu-
phoria of the Committee for the Libera-

tion of Colonies, and we all considered
UDI as a serious challenge to the libera-
tion of the colonies.

I recall that, in my position as a researcher
in an important institution, I received ur-
gent instructions to gather all pertinent
information about the event, and in par-
ticular the role of Britain as protector and
instigator. The same day, I felt similar fervor
in the President’s Bureau and the Ministry
of Foreign Affairs, and the next day a memo-
randum prepared by Mohammad Fayek on
the President’s instructions, addressed to
the Ministry of Foreign Affairs to explore
with Ghana, Algeria, the Casablanca Group
and others the possibility of freezing po-
litical relations with Britain as being respon-
sible for its colony, Rhodesia. It was
thought that the new independent state
would bolster a similar type of coloniza-
tion of Palestine by foreign settlers, and
that at a time of the rise of nationalist re-
sistance in Palestine at the hands of the
PLO and support from the Arab liberation
countries (Egypt, Syria and Algeria), a
strong and effective action will surely be
taken within days.

Indeed, certain agreement was reached
and, within two weeks, Britain found its
relations with eleven African countries
severed. That action was the cause for
great celebration at the African Associa-
tion for all representatives of the libera-
tion movements. It was also remarked by
diplomatic observers who noted that at
the time when Britain was actively attack-
ing the nationalist activists in Aden, and
Egypt’s armed forces engaged support-
ing the republic in Yemen, Egypt did not
take such a step.

Indeed, I felt the deep contrast between
such reactions and the very limited reac-
tion of the African states at the General
Assembly of the UN when trying to pass
a strong resolution calling for Israeli with-
drawal from the Egyptian and Arab occu-
pied territories after the Israeli aggression
of 1967, and Guinea was the only African
country to severe its relations with Israel.
Of course, there was much American pres-
sure on these African countries, but no
doubt the main reason for such behavior
was the attitudes of the new regimes to-
wards the liberation movement. This was
a cause of great shame to us of the Afri-
can Affair after all the support given to
the liberation movement, that seemed to
us as a lost cause to crown our failure to
eradicate colonialism.

I remember that Egypt’s defeat in the 1967
war with Israel came as the high point in
the series of military coups in Africa that
included Ghana, Mali, Uganda, Congo and
some francophone countries and seemed
to seal the demise of the national libera-
tion movements on the continent, and the
end of the Committee for the Liberation of
Colonies. I felt miserable when meeting our
Egyptian nationalist forces insisting on
fighting a popular war till the full liberation
of Egyptian territories. Our only solace was
to repeat the slogan coined by some lead-
ers of the Portuguese colonies: A Lutta
Continua, Victoria Certe (The Struggle
Continue, and Victory is Certain).

However, the armed struggle was pro-
gressing, especially in the Portuguese
colonies, and eventually the Polisario
Movement started in the Spanish colony
of the Rio de Oro in the western desert of
North Africa. At the same time, the Pales-
tinians started some forms of liberation
struggle, including armed resistance, and
these advances gave us new hope. I re-
call that the discourse around democracy
and social transformations in these strug-
gling colonies was reminiscent of our dis-
course about the democratization of the
Nasser Regime. I would discuss with left-
ist friends, with a sense of pride as a pro-
tagonist of the African liberation
movements, about the continuing na-
tional struggle, or defend Soviet-Egyp-
tian cooperation. Some of these friends
would argue that Nasser was unrealistic
in trying to go back to war with such a
defeated army, but it was those same ef-
forts that resulted in the successful war
of 1973. It seems to me that Nasser at last
understood the necessity of democratic
freedoms as a basis for effective defense
of the homeland, and he tried to remedy
some shortcomings of his regime by ap-
pointing some leftist cadres at the head
of some media institutions, and gave more
latitude to democratic and leftist trends
in theatre, the cinema and some publica-
tions. This meant a more balanced atti-
tude both in the internal situation and the
military position as well.

Soon, the armed struggle in the colonies
began to show positive results with active
support from the Committee for the Lib-
eration of Colonies, and we began to hear
of “liberated territories”, and I felt great
happiness on meeting some African ac-
tivists who had visited these liberated
territories. I was happy when I was nomi-
nated as Egypt’s representative on that
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committee, but “somebody” intervened
to block that nomination. I hoped this
participation would give me the chance
to visit some of these liberated territories,
and that was eventually fulfilled when I
visited some liberated areas in Eritrea in
the company of some Eritrean revolution-
aries in the late 1970s.

 I recall that we, the nationalist youth,
were frustrated by our defeat in the 1967
war by Israel, while we got some relief
from the presence of many delegations
that came to Cairo from many liberation
movements including Palestine, Guinea
Bissau, Angola, Mozambique and even
Vietnam. The slogan coined by Nasser
said: “What was taken by force can only
be retrieved by force” had an encourag-
ing significance, and it meant strength-
ening the ties with the Soviet Union, as
China was largely preoccupied with the
consequences of the Cultural Revolution.

I could not overlook the fact that some
liberation forces were not completely
routed as was generally thought. I
thought the explanation was that such
countries had some nearby focus of
armed liberation struggle, what I called a
supporting “Hanoi”. Of course, this did
not mean the same staunchness as exhib-
ited by the Vietnamese, for after all, Viet-
nam had China and the USSR supporting
it. Such cases of support from adjacent
revolutions showed in the case of Guinea
adjacent to Guinea Bissau, and Tanzania
neighbor of Mozambique, or Congo
Brazaville (or even the revolutionaries in
Congo-Kinshasa) near Angola. It seemed
the social relations as the basis of armed
struggle had a positive effect on the so-
cial relations in their independent
neighbor being more progressive.

I must state here that we sometimes over-
estimated the social progress in the liber-
ated territories, and the possibility that
such transformations would make a solid
base for the regime after independence. I
had little theoretical knowledge at the time,
except my readings of Cabral and cultural
liberation, but I also heard some negative
information about what took place in
Mozambique, or in South Africa despite
the high theoretical background of the
revolutionaries there.

In Egypt, we were dismayed by the rejec-
tion by the Nasser regime of the idea of
the popular resistance to the benefit of
the regular army fighting to regain our lost
territories. This meant relying on the So-
viets supplying Egypt with advanced

weapons, but this retained the supremacy
of the bureaucratic bourgeoisie instead
of developing the social action of the
popular masses. However, Nasser’s per-
sonal leadership compensated for the
great shortcomings arising from his com-
promises with the religious trends on one
hand and the military hierarchy on the
other hand.

A sudden end was put to this debate in
the cultural and democratic circles by the
sudden death of Gamal Abdel Nasser on
28th September 1970. His successor, Anwar
Sadat, made a complete turn around of all
Nasser’s policies under the slogan that
99 per cent of the playing cards were held
by the United States.

After relying on the Soviets to supply the
advanced weapons that eventually
helped secure the 1973 victory over Is-
rael, he sent back the Soviet military mis-
sion that was training our soldiers on the
use of such weapons; he used the limited
success of this war to prepare the ground
for a peace agreement with Israel; he even
threatened to wage war against the
Mengistu regime in Ethiopia with the pre-
text that it threatened the supply of the
Nile water; he supported Mobutu against
the revolutionaries in eastern Congo; he
supported UNITA and Savimbi in Angola;
he imported tobacco from the UDI regime
in Southern Rhodesia; finally he replaced
the Nasser planned development
economy by an open capitalist liberal
policy. All these policies were the exact
opposite of the policies adopted by the
previous Nasser regime.

The Bureau of African Affairs of the Presi-
dency was dissolved after the arrest of its
leader, Mohammad Fayek, and sentencing
him to ten years imprisonment for alleg-
edly plotting against Sadat. All members
of the bureau were scattered across  vari-
ous government departments. After the
1973 war, I was put on pension (after only
15 years of service) in a move to get rid of
all Nasserists and Marxists from office!

After 1975, I embarked on a personal tour
of the realm of culture that took me suc-
cessively to the Committee for the Defense
of National Culture, the African Associa-
tion of Political Sciences, the Council for
Development of Social Research in Af-
rica (CODESRIA), teaching at Juba Uni-
versity in southern Sudan, the Arab
League Educational Cultural and Scien-
tific Organization (ALECSO) in Tunis and,
lastly, founding the Arab and African Re-
search Center (AARC) in Cairo in 1987.

Note

* This preliminary study of the role of Nasser’s
Egypt in the process of African Liberation
stems from the author’s personal experience
when he was attached to the Bureau of
African Affairs of the Presidency (Nasser’s)
at a crucial period (1956–1975). His duties
included the coordination of the offices of
the various liberation movements that
proliferated in Cairo during that period, and
acting as liaison officer between them and
the state and other public institutions. The
man in charge of African Affairs from 23rd

July 1952 was the Assistant to the President,
Mohammad Fayek until he was imprisoned
by President Sadat in 1971. After that, the
support for liberation movements went on
the decline until Angola and Mozambique

gained their independence in 1975.

Annex
Cairo Offices of African Liberation Movements

1. African National Congress (ANC), South
Africa

2. Basoto People’s Congress (BPC), Lesotho
3. Djibouti Liberation Movement (DLM),

Djibouti
4. Eritrean Liberation Front (ELF), Eritrea
5. Eritrean People’s Liberation Front (EPLF),

Eritrea
6. Etudiants de Tchad (ET) Tchad
7. Front do Liberacion do Mozambique

(FRELIMO), Mozambique
8. Governamento do Angola Independente

(GRAI), Angola
9. Kenya African National Union (KANU),

Kenya
10. League for Liberation of Somalia (LIGA),

Somalia
11. Mouvement de Liberation du Congo (MLC),

Congo
12. Movimento Popular do Liberacion do

Angola (MPLA), Angola
13. Parti Africaine do Independence do Guinee,

Capo Verde (PAIGC), Guinee and Cape Verde
14. Swaziland Peoples Party (SPP), Swaziland
15. South West Africa National Union

(SWANU), Namibia
16. South West Africa People’s Organization

(SWAPO), Namibia
17. Uganda National Congress (UNC), Uganda
18. Union do Independente Angola (UNITA),

Angola
19. United Northern Rhodesia Independence

Party (UNRIP), Zambia
20. Zanzibar National Union (ZNU), Zanzibar
21. Zimbabwe African People’s Organization

(ZAPO), Zimbabwe
22. Zimbabwe African National Union (ZANU),

Zimbabwe
23. Arab Maghreb Office, Maghreb

24. Provisional Algerian Government, Algeria

N.B.

The last two offices were not affiliated to the
African Association.


